
         GOAL 2 SUCCESS MARKER HIGHLIGHT: 
The number of requests for archives assistance before and after the project will 
be compared. Success will be achieved if the number of requests doubles from the 
previous twelve months. Archives-related requests in the first five months since the project’s release: 34. Archives-related 
requests for the entire year preceding the project’s release: 31. 

FINAL PRODUCTINTRODUCTION ASSESSMENT HIGHLIGHTS

In 2010, the Library applied for an 
NN/LM SCR Historical Preservation and 
Digitzation award. The resulting project: 
Dallas Medical History, 1890-1975: 
A Digital Collection.

–Completed in March 2011
–Duration: 9 months
–Amount: $25,000
   

GOALS

This project has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds from the National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Department
of Health and Human Services, under Contract No. N01-LM-6-3505 with the Houston Academy of Medicine – Texas Medical Center Library.

–1 web exhibit with 60 images
–1 repository with 500+ items
–1 lecture event on Dallas 
     medical history

UNEXPECTED RESULTS
–Despite a Texas focus, usage of the repository shows international interest.
–We had zero response to the feedback surveys within the web exhibit or repository.
–A number of clients helped with person identification after the project release.
–There were a few cases of “could you scan my photo and add it to your collection”.
–Archival guide (finding aid) access dramatically increased via the item-level links. Access was 
  higher in the web exhibit than the repository, even though the repository is prominently featured
  on the Library’s home page.
–An oral history project was inspired by the lecture event.

Dallas Medical History, 1890-1975: A Digital Collection
UT Southwestern Medical Center Library, DallasMatthew Zimmerman, M.A., Bill Maina, M.L.S., Cameron Kainerstorfer, B.A.

         GOAL 3 SUCCESS MARKER HIGHLIGHT: 
Requests for specific items that can be filled by referral to the digitized material from the project. Within five months, three 
requests were redirected to the repository. Pre-release comparative data is insufficient; original stated measurement 
specified a particular number of publication requests for items, not item requests. 

         GOAL 1 SUCCESS MARKER HIGHLIGHT: 
Links by outside organizations to the web exhibit and repository will be counted. 
Success is achieved if 35% of the organizations we solicit agree to link to our 
repository and exhibit. We achieved a 50% success rate.

      3. To facilitate preservation of the 
original images in UT Southwestern 
Library’s Archives and History of 
Medicine collections.

       2. To improve public awareness and 
use of the historical resources in the UT 
Southwestern Library.

       1. To enhance availability of 
images illustrating Dallas’ medical 
history from 1890 to 1975.

“This  lecture made me extremely proud to  work at  UT Southwestern.”
–Campus employee


